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Description:
From Publishers Weekly A mother's worst nightmare of an endangered child is just one breathless
element of Lowell's latest romantic thriller (after Always Time to Die). Newly divorced California
judge Grace Silva discovers her billionaire ex-husband, Ted Franklin, is missing, after she's
summoned to the exclusive Mexican prep school where her 15-year-old computer whiz son, Lane, is
being held hostage. Ted has crossed Hector Rivas Osuna, the ruthless kingpin of the most violent
crime family in Tijuana, and Grace learns that Lane will be killed if she doesn't turn over the millions
Ted has stolen from Osuna. She seeks the help of Joe Faroe, an ex who predated Ted and who may
be Lane's biological father; Joe works for an elite private investigation firm. Lowell's convincing
depiction of the Mexican drug trade illuminates the dangerous intersection of her characters'
personal lives with international politics and organized crime. Events unfold in a maze of talk and
double-talk, but the payoff is solid as the family reunites, finding that both love and the price of
freedom are nonnegotiable. (June)

Copyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. --This
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From When federal judge Grace Silva's teenage son Lane Franklin is taken hostage, Grace knows
the only man who can help her is Joe Faroe, the very same man Grace spent a passionate weekend
with 16 years ago before she helped send him to jail. Lane is being held prisoner in All Saints
School, a private Catholic high school in Mexico, by drug lord Hector Rivas Osuna, the "Butcher of
Tijuana," who is demanding the return of money "stolen" from him by his former business associate
and Grace's ex-husband, Ted Franklin. The problem is that Grace has not heard from Ted in more
than three weeks, and time is running out for Lane. With no other options available, Grace contacts
Joe, a former kidnap specialist, hoping he can be persuaded to forget their past differences and
rescue Lane before it is too late. A New York Times best-selling author, Lowell brilliantly mingles
danger, deception, and desire to create a captivating story that is edgy, sexy, and completely
satisfying. With its superbly defined protagonists and high-octane, white-knuckle plot, this is
romantic suspense at its best. John Charles
Copyright © American Library Association. All rights reserved --This text refers to an out of print or
unavailable edition of this title.
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